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ABSTRACT

Social support can significantly improve health outcomes
for individuals living with disease, and online forums have
emerged as an important vehicle for social support.
Whereas research has focused on the delivery and use of
social support, little is known about how these communities
are sustained. We describe one sociotechnical mechanism
that enables sustainable communities to provide social
support to a large number of people. We focus upon
thirteen disease-specific discussion forums hosted by the
WebMD online health community. In these forums, small,
densely connected cores of members who maintain strong
relationships generate the majority of support for others.
Through content analysis we find they provide
informational support to a large number of more itinerant
members, but provide one another with community support.
Based on these observations, we describe a sociotechnical
mechanism of online support that is distinct from nonsupport oriented communities, and has implications for the
design of self-sustaining online support systems.
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INTRODUCTION

Social support can play an important role in health
outcomes for individuals with chronic diseases, impacting
an individual’s mental and physiological well-being, as well
as improving clinical outcomes for a variety of diseases
[49]. Despite this, there is no defined role for social support
in the public healthcare system [57].
Perhaps in response to this gap, a significant amount of
social support activity is now transacted online, leading
researchers and service providers alike to investigate the
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design and function of these systems. Whereas social
support transacted online is important for people living with
disease [7,46,47], little is known about how these
communities are sustained. Here, we describe a
sociotechnical mechanism that enables some support
forums to address the health support needs of many people,
and also to be self-sustaining. Our aim is to inform
sociotechnical design efforts to create more resilient,
effective platforms for online health support provision.
We focus upon publicly available posting data scraped from
a set of disease specific forums hosted by the WebMD
online health service. We find that many of these forums
exhibit a core-periphery [5] structure, in which a small,
highly inter-connected group of active, long-term users
provide much of the informational support requested by a
much larger itinerant population of peripheral users. Coreperiphery structures have been observed in other social
platforms (e.g. [14,25,56]); what is unique about their
existence here is their role in creating a mechanism for
large-scale, sustainable social support. Specifically, we find
that cores consist of very small groups of online friends
who invest enormous amounts of time in providing one
another with community support (defined below) [2]. In so
doing, they build the capacity to provide informational
support (also defined below) [2] to a broader group of
support seekers. The system is sustained, in part, because
core members are drawn back to the site by the
relationships they develop with one another.
We present our analysis framed by a series of research
questions, as follows:
1) What is the social organization of an online health
support community?
To pursue this question, we must infer relationships
between users from the conversational interactions they
have online. This is not straightforward because our data
omits conversational replies. Thus, we introduce a simple
rule-based algorithm to infer the intended target of each
message based on conventions posters use when addressing
each other. We then segregate the population into core and
peripheral users, noting that that there is a very large class
of “extra-peripheral” users—that is, people who post very
infrequently.
2) How is the task of providing social support allocated
amongst community members in these systems?
After classifying users, we examine the message traffic
within and between classes. We find that the core is

responsible for the majority of responses to the other
classes. We analyze messages from the core to determine
the amount and kinds of support they contain, and find
significant differences in the levels of community and
informational support provided to the three classes of users.
3) By what mechanism might an online community sustain
itself while providing social support to a large population?
The preceding analysis suggests a mechanism that enables
some online support forums to sustain themselves while
providing support to a large population of users. We
propose that a small group of individuals form strong online
relationships, providing one another with community
support. As a result of the amount of time these individuals
invest in the forum, they are available to respond to many
peripheral users. This responsiveness in turn encourages
newcomers to post questions to the forum.
In the following, we present related research on online
support and sustainable social platforms, and then elaborate
upon the preceding analysis. Finally, we conclude with a
brief discussion about the implications of our work and
where it may lead in the future.
BACKGROUND

Social support is a multi-dimensional construct covering the
various kinds of support individuals provide one another.
Various taxonomies of support have been proposed, but
three dimensions appear frequently in literature on online
support: community / companionship support (membership
in a group with shared interests), emotional support
(expressions of caring and comfort), and informational
support (provision of knowledge or advice) [2,17,52].
These dimensions have been found to be correlated, yet
distinct, and their expression depends both upon context
and the nature of the relationships involved [17,55].
Giving and receiving social support has been demonstrated
to have a range of profound impacts on the physical and
mental well-being of individuals. Social support has been
associated with improved clinical outcomes for a variety of
conditions (e.g. [7,46,47]). Various reasons have been
offered to explain this effect. Researchers have shown, for
instance, that social support reduces the production of stress
hormones, leading to improved immune response and
reduction in stress-related disease [49]. Social support can
assist with various forms of self-management, such as
adherence to diet and medication regimens [22].
Informational support clearly has instrumental value in
helping individuals manage their conditions [12], but its
exchange can also be part of a coping process [50].
While the mechanisms and function of social support are
current and active areas of inquiry, its value has long been
recognized, leading to explicit calls for policies and clinical
guidelines that mobilize social support [26,32]. Online
health forums may viewed as an organic response to this
need [49].
An online health forum is a place where people with
medical conditions can go to find social support that

complements the services provided by professional health
care providers [11,23,28,35]. However, this description
obscures the vast diversity found within online support
communities. For example, Wang et al. [52] found that
members in a breast cancer support community clustered
into seven different groups according to the kinds of
support sought and provided and, consistent with Wang et
al. [54], found that these groupings were also predictive of
member tenure and engagement. Bambina [2] found that
members in a breast cancer support forum segregate into
“takers” who receive support and “providers” who deliver
it, and that the types of support sought and provided vary
between these groups.
However, few analyses specific to online social support for
medical issues have sought to articulate the ways in which
different roles divide the “work” of providing large-scale
social support in a coherent manner. Such mechanisms have
been described in other online communities. For instance,
work on Usenet-based discussion groups has revealed that
individuals segregate into “questioner” and “answerer”
roles, suggesting that the two populations sustain one
another in symbiotic fashion [24,56]. A commonly
observed pattern is for the work of a given site to be divided
between a small committed core of users who have greater
responsibility or authority, and a much larger, less critical
periphery [13,41]. For example, Crowston et al. [14]
described how open-source software communities are
organized according to a core-periphery structure, with
different roles and responsibilities for coordinating and
developing software. Similar obsrevations have been made
about Wikipedia and other online communities [6,10,37].
Bamabina also found evidence for a core-periphery social
network organization in a breast cancer forum [5].
How such intra-community stratification might give rise to
sustainable communities is a nuanced topic. Butler and
colleagues describe community sustainability (and the
related construct of resilience) as the ability of an online
social system to buffer minor variation in site activity and
content while maintaining membership levels [8,9]. The
term “critical mass” has been used loosely to describe the
point at which a site has developed sufficient resources to
weather such minor variation [29,45]. Yet the decay of
Wikipedia [48] over time suggests there is more at work
than the simple accretion of resources; different sociotechnical constraints may come into play over time, and
have varying impacts on different types of contributors. For
example, Ren et al. [40] speculate that bond-based
communities might grow with an initial network of
friendships, but ultimately stagnate because, once such
cliques form, they are not welcoming to newcomers.
Gleave et al. [24] introduced the term “role ecology”—
evocative of predator-prey dynamics—to describe the
dynamic interplay between populations of users who play
different roles within a given platform. From this
perspective, a sustainable system is one in which
interactions between and among populations with different

roles stabilize while also enabling the system under
consideration to continue doing its work—be that creating a
living encyclopedia of all human knowledge, building
open-source software, or providing social support to
individuals with health problems.
We apply this framing here. We seek to describe how
different roles may interact to create a sustainable online
platform for support delivery. We do not claim that the
mechanism we identify is the only possible sociotechnical
organization for a sustainable online health support system,
but it may be unique to these systems for two reasons.
First, a stream of individuals with important and emergent
information needs continually drives traffic to health
support forums. Second, long-term sufferers of chronic
disease can feel alienated within their local communities,
and so are likely to seek the company of other sufferers
online [18,20]. These two factors differentiate online health
support from more generic question and answer forums,
and may explain the dynamics we describe.
WEBMD

WebMD is a popular online health resource (as of January
2016, Alexa1 ranked WebMD.com as the 105th most
popular site in the US, and second most popular health site,
behind NIH.gov, globally [58]). In addition to providing
news, resources to assist with self-diagnosis and a
nationwide directory of medical professionals, WebMD
also hosts an array of topic-specific question & answer
forums. Top-level posts in these forums are questions and
replies are answers, but a large amount of conversational
interaction occurs within this context. Fifty-five of these
forums are currently “featured,” which means that WebMD
experts participate in discussions, and that spam is deleted.
Our investigation focuses upon a set of forums in the
WebMD online health community, covering roughly five
years of data (~1 million posts, ~227k posters) scraped
from web-forums hosted on the site. We begin our analysis
with the 55 “featured” forums on the site, and then narrow
our focus to thirteen forums that name a specific disease or
mental disorder and exhibit the structural property of a
tightly connected core group of users. We narrow our
analysis in this manner for two reasons. First, prior research
has documented the important role social support plays in
improving health outcomes for populations with specific
chronic health conditions, and we are primarily interested in
these populations. Many forums on WebMD cover nonmedical issues (e.g “Raising Fit Kids”, “Food and
Cooking”, “Parenting”) or very broad health concerns (e.g.
“Gynecology”, “Cholesterol management”, “Men’s
health”), and thus are of questionable relevance. Second,
we observe that core-periphery structures are widespread
both in the forums we examine and other social-media.
While it is possible and important to examine the
1

Alexa is a commercial tool used to rank various Internet
sites. It can be considered a rough indicator of site
popularity in the absence of a standardized index.

exceptions to this pattern, we seek to understand its
predominance first.
THE SOCIAL STRUCTURE OF WEBMD

Different kinds of conversations may be found in online
support communities. As an illustrating case contrast two
posts taken from the diabetes forum hosted at WebMD:
Post 1: Good Morning! Dorian, hope you’ll feel
better! Yeah...the loss of weight is also nice, but not
worth getting sick. Oatmeal helped me when I had an
upset stomach, AFTER I started feeling better.
Alpharuby, have a great lunch and day with your wife.
Today’s exercise is total house cleaning!! Have a good
day everyone! I found out it will be in the 60’s today,
so I’m going for a long walk, too.
Post 2: Steroids raise blood sugar. I have experienced
herniated/deteriorating disk pain, was given steroids
and my blood sugar went up into the 300s. NSAIDS
have worked for me and they have not raised my blood
sugars. However continued unchecked pain will raise
both blood sugar and blood pressure. Work with your
MD and diabetic dietician.
Post 1 is from a conversation between three long-time
users. Even out of context, the post suggests that it is part of
a longer, extended interaction; the poster is keeping track of
the other members, mixing a small bit of information about
diabetic maintenance routines (“Oatmeal helped me when I
had an upset stomach”) with a larger portion of more trivial
information informing others about the poster’s personal
activities (“Today’s exercise is total house cleaning”). The
latter post, on the other hand, is devoid of personal trivia,
and reveals no evidence of an existing relationship.
These two posts illustrate an important difference in the
kinds of conversations found in the WebMD forums.
Consistent with the analysis by Bambina [2], many forums
appeared to have a small group of highly active members
with strong relationships. These individuals mention each
other when talking to third parties, enquire after one
another’s well-being and daily routines, and comment on
one another’s absences when they occur. Yet they are not
an exclusive group—they talk to other members who are
not part of the group, offering advice and support to firsttime and one-time posters. More formally, individual
forums conform to a core-periphery structure [5], consisting
of a densely connected core of users, surrounded by a
periphery of individuals who are only weakly connected to
each other, but do interact with the core. We sought to
provide quantitative support for this observation by first
extracting user relationships and then attempting to fit the
resultant network to a standard core / periphery model.
Inferring replies

The basis for our inferences about relationships is the
existence of replies from one user to another. Any given
post may be a reply to one or more individuals appearing
previously in the thread, or it may not be a reply to anyone.

Unfortunately, prior to a redesign that took place in
February 2010, the UI offered no affordances for directing a
reply, and this functionality was rarely used after it was
introduced. This presents a challenging problem, closely
related to research focused on automatically extracting
reply sequences from unstructured forums [1,33,51,53].
There is no single, agreed upon metric for reporting the
performance of algorithms that extract reply structures. As
with other information retrieval studies, it is common to
report precision (in a given set of items, the proportion of
correctly labeled positives to all labeled positives) and
recall (in a given set of items, the proportion correctly
labeled positives to all actual positives). These values are
sometimes summarized as the F1 score, which is the
harmonic mean of precision and recall (2 ∗ ( ∗ /( +
)) [38]. It is also common to report accuracy, which is the
proportion of correctly labeled items to all items.
Where reported, F1 scores2 for recent general approaches
range between .40 - .58 [1,53] against different datasets,
and accuracy scores between .47 - .78 [1,34,51]. We note
that the domain used in [34] was an online health forum,
and the authors reported maximum accuracy scores of .64.
However, our task is somewhat different than prior work on
extracting reply structures. First, we do not care about
precisely which post any given post is a response to, but
rather the poster to which a given response is targeted.
Second, individual posts may in fact respond to multiple
users (e.g. “thanks everybody!”). Given the generally poor
performance of existing machine learning procedures at
extracting reply-to sequences, as well as the unique nature
of the task at hand, we developed our own heuristic
procedure.
Similar to the observations made in [34], we observed that
posters frequently address one another by some kind of
signifier. The referents used by posters in responding to one
another did not always correspond to forum handles, and
even varied over time (making it difficult to apply named
entity recognition procedures, which depend upon a list of
known entities). Nonetheless, naming conventions followed
a variety of regular patterns. We found the following useful
for establishing the relationship between handles and
referring names.




2

Conventional shortenings—Respondents often shorten
handles in predictable ways, such as dropping numeric
suffixes (e.g. Mia14875 may appear as simply Mia) or
splitting handles at internal capitals (AprilJune may be
referred to as April or June)
Signatures—Posters often closed their posts with an
easy to distinguish signature. Signatures were generally
the last word in the post, followed some kind of
punctuation, and were often capitalized.

On reply-to relationships, not accounting for the similarity
of thread hierarchies. This is the “edge” metric described
by [51].



Self-identifiers—Posters
occasionally
introduced
themselves formally, e.g. “Hi, my name is John”
 Frequent references—In cases where it was hard to
determine the target of a reference, inferences could be
made by looking at the statistical co-occurrence
between references of the form “Hi, John,” and poster
handles over multiple threads.
Based on these observations, we developed a rule-based
pattern matching procedure. First, using the preceding
observations, we collected all possible references that may
be used to refer to individuals in the forum. This yields a
dictionary in which each handle is associated with one or
more possible referents. The algorithm for inferring
references then proceeds by comparing the words in the
post to the list of known referents and previously seen
authors in a thread. The details of this algorithm (and
executable code) are available in a public code repository
hosted at https://github.com/jintrone/WebMDChi16.
To evaluate the algorithm’s performance, two coders
manually coded 869 posts randomly drawn from the top ten
most active forums (one hundred posts were randomly
drawn from the replies in each of the 10 forums, but 131
posts were dropped from this set due to a clerical error).
The coders were asked to identify explicit replies to or
mentions of any posters appearing previously in a thread.
The coders split the data, and then reviewed one another’s
codes, working together to resolve any disagreements. Note
that because no training set is necessary for our algorithm,
the entire set was available for testing.
We evaluate precision and recall against the set of all
possible reply edges for each post. For instance if post 4 in
a given thread is authored by Amy and appears after prior
posts by Amy, Brad, and Carla, than there are two possible
replies (to Brad and/or Carla; it is not meaningful in our
context for a person to reply to themselves). If our
algorithm predicts a reply to Brad, but the reply is actually
to both Brad and Carla, than that would count as one true
positive and one false negative.
The algorithm achieves precision and recall values of .80
and .81 respectively, for an overall F1-measure of .8, and an
accuracy of .90. Thus the procedure performs substantially
better than existing machine learning approaches do at
extracting reply sequences. Furthermore, and as we will
discuss, relationship strength (as we have defined it) tends
to be distributed according to a power law, so there are
many more opportunities for the algorithm to identify
strong pairs than weak pairs. Thus, we expect that the errors
in introduced by the algorithm will tend to preserve strong
relationships, but may penalize weaker relationships.
Inferring relationships

While directed replies offer a basis for inferring social ties
between community members, these inferences are highly
subjective [30]. However, strong relationships tend to
develop over a long series of dyadic interactions between
the poster and addressee [27]. As an example, in the posts

presented at the beginning of the section, the first is an
instance of a post that appears in a long sequence of dyadic
interactions, whereas the second post is a response to a first
time poster.
Thus, following established practice in social network
research [27], we use dyadic interactions, rather than
individual replies, as our unit of evidence of a relationship.
For our purposes, we consider a dyadic interaction to be the
smallest perceivable unit of reciprocal communication [43]
in which an interlocutor A posts a reply to B, and then B
posts a reply to A in the same thread. Restricting evidence
for dyadic interactions to individual threads (rather than
splitting them over multiple threads) guarantees that
individuals are engaged in reciprocal communication, rather
than simply talking at one another. Note that top-level posts
are sometimes directed to specific individuals, but this is
both infrequent and difficult to detect, and so we restrict our
analysis to replies only.
Using this definition of a dyadic interaction, we constructed
undirected, weighted social-networks for each individual
forum over the duration of the collection period, where link
weights corresponded to the number of dyadic interactions
between two individuals. Across the forums, an average of
18% (~41k posters over all 55 forums; median=17%) of all
posters had one or more dyadic interactions. These values
are distributed normally (W=.95, p<.05), and the proportion
of dyadic interactions was independent of the total number
of posters in a forum.
Within most of the constructed networks, edge weights fit a
long tailed distribution. This is consistent with the majority
of findings in online social network analysis (e.g. [19]), and
indicates that a handful of people in the WebMD forums
develop very strong relationships, while the vast majority of
people have substantially weaker relationships.
As an approach to distinguishing between strong and weak
relationships, we can estimate the probability that any dyad
in a given forum will have continued interactions given that
they have already had X interactions as follows. Let G(N,E)
be the weighted, undirected graph representing all
relationships E and users N in a given forum (where a
relationship exists if there has been one or more dyadic
interactions between connected users). Each edge ∈ is
assigned a weight w, which is the number of dyadic
interactions the connected users have had. Let Ew>X be the
set of edges with weight greater than X. Thus, we estimate
the probability that any pair of users will have additional
interactions once they have had X interactions as:
|
|
(1)
( >
=
|
|
This allows us to make informed judgments about when a
series of dyadic interactions are likely to blossom into
something greater. This is important when attempting to
establish the core periphery structure of the overall social
network, as described below.

Core and Periphery

Networks in many different domains exhibit what is often
referred to as a core-periphery structure, describing a
situation in which there is a densely inter-connected core,
surrounded by a sparsely connected periphery [5,15,16].
More intuitively, members of the core tend to know and
have relationships with all other members in the core,
where as members of the periphery know members of the
core, but are unlikely to know one another. In social
networks, the detection of core-periphery structures is
distinct from community detection because distinct
communities tend to be connected only weakly or not at all,
whereas individuals in a densely connected core may also
be connected to other individuals in the weakly connected
periphery.
Core-periphery structures are common in natural systems
[15], but have also been found in many online communities,
including open-source software [14,36], Wikipedia [25],
discussion groups [21], and online support [2]. Core
members often have higher status within a given
community, more responsibility, and generate most of the
activity in the system.
Borgatti and Everett [5] offered a procedure for detecting
the existence of core-periphery structures by first defining
an ideal prototypical core-periphery network, and then
seeking a classification of nodes in an actual network to
best match the ideal. In the ideal networks they proposed,
the nodes in the core are fully connected, nodes in the
periphery are not connected, and connections between core
and periphery vary depending upon one’s assumptions.
Following Crowston et al. [14], we assume nothing about
the presence or absence of links between core and periphery
(a mathematical description of this idea may be found in
[5:383]).
Borgatti and Everett [5] recommended applying Pearson’s
correlation in weighted networks to evaluate the fit of a
given core-periphery classification of nodes. However,
because edge weights in many of our networks fit a longtailed distribution, this fitness function excludes moderately
weighted edges from the core even though they are stronger
than the vast majority of edges in the graph. Thus, we
applied equation (1) above to determine a cutoff weight for
each forum by choosing the minimum weight at which the
probability of future interactions was greater than 0.5.
To calculate core-periphery structures, we followed the
procedure described in [16], using a low-rank
approximation to the target matrix first to sort nodes by
their “coreness,” followed by local hill climbing (code is
available at https://github.com/jintrone/WebMDChi16).
Unlike the implementation in UCINet [4], this approach
offers faster performance with deterministic outcomes.
There is no accepted statistical test of significance for the
procedure described by Borgatti and Everett [5], and so,
following their recommendations, we use a correlation of
R=.60 as a cutoff for determining whether or not a network
is sufficiently core-like to be considered an acceptable fit.

Name

Top Level Posts

Replies

Size

Core

Periph.

X‐Periph.

Staff

Core

Periph.

X‐Periph.

Staff

Core

Periph.

X‐Periph.

Fibromyalgia
Diabetes
Multiple Sclerosis
Breast Cancer
Lupus
Epilepsy
HIV and AIDS
Asthma
ADD and ADHD
Alzheimer’s
Hepatitis
Parkinson's
Osteoporosis

7%
6%
5%
4%
6%
4%
0%
3%
0%
2%
2%
3%
0%

6%
5%
12%
7%
11%
9%
12%
8%
7%
3%
7%
7%
8%

2%
5%
5%
6%
9%
8%
15%
17%
23%
5%
16%
20%
17%

0%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
2%
2%
2%
2%
1%
4%

42%
50%
37%
40%
22%
43%
34%
30%
9%
57%
15%
21%
27%

33%
21%
33%
25%
37%
25%
25%
23%
30%
16%
30%
24%
21%

8%
6%
7%
14%
10%
7%
9%
14%
21%
3%
22%
10%
17%

2%
5%
1%
3%
4%
2%
4%
3%
8%
12%
7%
14%
6%

0% (41)
0% (25)
1% (21)
1% (17)
0% (8)
0% (7)
0% (3)
0% (8)
0% (2)
2% (13)
0% (3)
0% (5)
0% (2)

25%
20%
28%
26%
24%
28%
32%
14%
14%
30%
20%
20%
21%

74%
80%
72%
74%
76%
72%
68%
86%
86%
68%
80%
80%
79%

AVERAGE

3%

8%

11%

1%

33%

26%

11%

6%

0%

23%

77%

Table 2: Posts from the three classes of users; forums are sorted by total number of posts over the life of each forum in
descending order. Values are rounded. Highlighting corresponds to magnitude in all cases to improve readability

This resulted in 24 networks. The mean fitness of this set of
networks was R=.68. Core sizes were uniformly very small.
The Fibromyalgia forum had the largest core of 41 people,
which represents roughly .5% of the 9361 posters in that
forum. In many cases, cores were two or three members and
on the order of .1% of all posters. Core sizes were
correlated with the number of individuals that have dyadic
interactions (R=.89; p<.001), indicating that the tendency
to engage in dyadic interactions may also reflect a
community’s chances of forming a core. Somewhat
surprisingly, however, overall community size was not with
core size (R=.34, n.s.) suggesting that that the development
of a core is not inevitable as a community grows. We revisit
this observation in the discussion section below.
The preceding analysis segregates the community into three
classes of members—the core, operationalized as in [5], the
periphery, consisting of those participants that engage in at
least one dyadic interaction but do not become part of the
core, and the extra-periphery (shortened to x-periphery in
the following), consisting of the remaining set of forum
participants. We can also segregate paid staff members—
including both medical experts and staff members—from
the other classes. We now examine communication patterns
within and among these groups.
In the following analysis, and as discussed above, we
further narrowed the set of forums with core-periphery
structures to those naming a specific disease or disorder.
This yielded the set of thirteen forums shown in Table 2.

answer style forum, top-level posts are often questions from
forum participants. The other roughly 78% of posting
activity takes the form of replies, and the core, which makes
up on average .5% of each community, is responsible for
about a third of these posts. This high proportion of replies
by core members is especially pronounced in some
communities; for instance, the three community members
that make up the core of the HIV/AIDS community
generate 34% of all posts (11,420 total over the collection
period) in the form of replies.
In summary, the x-periphery, which consists of the largest
number of users, also asks the most questions. The core,
which is by far the smallest portion of members, is
responsible for the vast majority of replies. The periphery
tends to lie between these two groups in terms of quantity

THE RESPONSIBILITY FOR SOCIAL SUPPORT

Across the identified set of thirteen forums, members of the
core have a disproportionately large impact on each forum.
Summaries of the proportion of messages between the
different classes of users are shown in Table 2 and Figure 1.
Top-level posts make up about 22% of all traffic (note the
apparent discrepancy with Table 2 is due to rounding
errors). Half of this comes from the x-periphery, which
constitutes on average 77% of the total posting population
for each community. Because WebMD is a question and

Figure 1: Percentage of replies (top-level posts are
excluded) between core, periphery, and extra-periphery.
Node area is proportional to number of members in each
class. Percentages are of total aggregate reply traffic.
Communications to and from staff are omitted, so
percentages do not sum to one.

and type of production.
Examining replies to and from each class as a proportion of
the specific source or target’s traffic sheds more light on
how the different classes allocate effort and who is
responsible for meeting their needs (Table 3). More than
half the reply-traffic generated by the core is to the core, but
it still provides the largest portion of replies to each of the
other classes of users. The periphery also plays a significant
role for the other classes, but more than half of its replies
are directed to the core. The x-periphery replies slightly
more to the periphery than any other class, but handles
roughly one quarter of its own replies. Hired staff, in
general, plays a relatively insignificant role overall.
To appreciate the significance of these patterns, it is useful
to consider the average tenure of member-classes. The
average length of time between first and last observed posts
was 1053 days for core members, 115 days for periphery
members, and 13 days for x-periphery. Thus, the core
consists primarily of long-term users, who have invested a
great deal of time in one another by developing
relationships and presumably offering a range of social
support over time. The x-periphery (and to a lesser extent,
the periphery) consists of a much larger, dynamic
population of users who might post once or a handful of
times. From the core’s perspective, these members are
strangers (x-periphery members usually appear once or a
handful of times) with needs (they usually ask questions)
who probably won’t stick around after they find an answer.
Yet despite this, and the relatively small size of the cores,
they have the capacity to provide 37% of the replies the xperiphery receives from the forum. This is especially
notable considering that the paid staff only provides 7% of
the replies to the x-periphery.
The above observations are based solely upon an analysis
of the posting rates and message targets among the various
classes of users. To gain deeper insight into the kind of
support core members provide one another and the other
classes of users, we coded a subset of messages for support
type, and report the results in the following section.
Kinds of Support

Wang et al. [54] presented evidence that the degrees of
emotional and informational support individuals are
exposed to bear a statistical relationship to their tenure in a
breast-cancer support community. The authors found that
those individuals that are exposed to higher than average
levels of emotional support are more likely than average to
maintain their membership on the site, and those that are
exposed to higher than average levels of informational
support are more likely to leave. Additionally, levels of
posting activity are also correlated with longer tenures.
As discussed above, member tenure on the site tends to
decrease from core to x-periphery. Given that the core is
also responsible for a large degree of the replies to others,
and in light of the results reported by Wang et al. [54] we
hypothesized that the relative amounts of emotional and

Traffic to
Core
Periphery
X‐Periphery
Staff

Core
55%
30%
10%
5%

Traffic From
Periphery X‐Periphery
50%
28%
31%
32%
10%
30%
6%
9%

Staff
42%
33%
21%
3%

Traffic To
Traffic from
Core
Periphery X‐Periphery
Staff
Core
54%
49%
37%
46%
Periphery
37%
35%
30%
36%
X‐Periphery
6%
11%
24%
16%
Staff
3%
4%
7%
2%
Table 3: Proportion of directed traffic by source and
target; traffic is proportional on a per column basis.
Highlighting corresponds to magnitude to aid readability.

informational support would vary with the target of the
reply. Specifically:
H1: The degree of informational support contained in
replies from the Core will decrease with the class of the
target in order of average tenure on the site; i.e. XPeriphery>Periphery>Core
H2: The degree of emotional support contained in replies
from the Core will increase with the class of the target in
order of average tenure on the site; i.e. XPeriphery<Periphery<Core.
Wang et al. [54] did not consider community support in
their analysis, although Bambina [2] found that community
support tended to be higher among core community
members in a breast cancer support forum. From this work,
we hypothesized:
H3: The degree of community support contained in replies
from the Core will increase with the class of the target in
order of more central participation; i.e. XPeriphery<Periphery<Core.
To examine these hypotheses, we partially replicated the
coding strategy employed by Wang et al. [54], asking
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk) workers to rate
emotional and informational support for individual posts on
a seven-point Likert scale. Following Wang et al. [54], we
provided workers with the following instructions about
emotional and informational support, originally drawn from
Bambina [2]:


Emotional support messages provide understanding,
encouragement, affirmation, sympathy, or caring.
 Informational support messages provide advice,
referrals or knowledge.
Deviating slightly from the task described by Wang et al.
[54], we paid our worker’s $.10 per task (twice that which
was paid in [54]) to meet the guidelines for fair wages
suggested by [59]. We also used nine MTurk workers per
item instead of ten. 3
3

As of July 2015, Amazon applies a surcharge to any

info

chat

humor

group

emo

hepatitis
breast_cancer
lupus
multiple_sclerosis
add_and_adhd
fibromyalgia
alzheimers
epilepsy
diabetes
parkinsons_disease
asthma
hiv_and_aids
osteoporosis

Message
Target
X−Periphery
Periphery
Core

0 1 2 3 4 5

0 1 2 3 4 5

0 1 2 3 4 5

0 1 2 3 4 5

0 1 2 3 4 5

Support level

Figure 2: Different kinds of support delivered by the core to different message targets for each forum; note that 1 = “none” and
7=”a great deal,” while 4 is the midpoint. Forums are sorted by mean informational support.

To code for community support, we followed the same
procedure as above, adopting the definitions for community
support provided by Bambina [2]. Bambina subdivided
community support into three subcategories, which include:
chatting, humor, and groupness. After a pilot study with
graduate research assistants, we found that identifying these
kinds of content required distinct analyses, and it was
unclear that these categories were well correlated across
posts. Therefore, we asked MTurk workers to code for
these categories separately, using the following definitions:


Chatting involves light-hearted conversation that
focuses on non-disease related information; e.g. "It's so
cold in Buffalo right now!" or "I like to do pilates
every morning after I wake up."
 Humor involves jokes or expressions of humor (e.g.
LOL) or teasing.
 Groupness involves references to the community
itself; e.g. "We are all pulling for you," or "The people
here are so supportive," or to a lesser extent, "Let us
know how it goes."
As with the prior task, we asked 9 individuals to code each
of the posts on a 7-point Likert scale, and paid each worker
$.10 per task.
Posts for coding were drawn from each of the three
message targets (from Core to Core, Periphery, or XPeriphery) over each of the 13 forums shown in Table 2,
creating a total of 39 categories of message. Only messages
responding to a single poster were chosen, but messages
were otherwise randomly selected within each category.
There were not enough messages in seven of the 39
categories to create an even draw; 56 messages were
selected in each of the remaining 32 categories, for a total
of 2109 messages coded (652 core, 728 periphery, 728 xperiphery).
Results of this analysis by message target are summarized
visually in Figure 2, and quantitative analysis is provided
Table 3. We used the intraclass correlation coefficient to
MTurk tasks with more than 9 individual Assignments per
HIT.

evaluate the consistency of the ratings for each type of
support [28]. All were high, though the community support
ratings were uniformly lower.
To determine how the relative levels of each type of support
in a measure varied with message target, we first verified
that the level of support was normally distributed for each
support type, and then ran separate linear regressions for
each type of support. For each regression, support level was
modeled as a dependent variable, message target an
independent variable, and forum identity as a control
variable. Message target was dummy coded with “core” as
the reference value. Thus the value for core reported in
Table 3 reflects the mean level of support along the Likert
scale provided to the coders, and coefficients for the other
classes can be interpreted as deviations from that mean.
We also ran an analysis of variance for each model to
determine the relative impact of forum identify and
message target.
There was a clear relationship between the degree of
informational support and the class of the message target,
with the periphery receiving the largest degree of
informational support and the core receiving the least,
confirming H1. There is no clear relationship between
emotional support and message target, so we did not find
support for H2, but instead observe that the level of
emotional support seems to be more a property of each
individual forum community than it is of the target of a
message.
Our findings regarding community support were mixed. We
found support for H3 in the chatting and humor classes,
with the perceived amount of each increasing from
periphery to core, although the variance was much larger
for chatting than humor. However, the relationship between
message target and groupness was much weaker, with
messages to the x-periphery containing slightly more than
messages to the other classes of users.
In summary, informational support contained in responses
from the core increases as the target of the message
becomes more distant from the core. This is compatible
with Wang et al.’s [54] finding that increasing degrees of

Support Class

ICC2 (random
R^2
Core
Periphery
X‐Periphery
F (Message
F (Forum
raters)
(intercept)
(coefficient)
(coefficient)
Target)
Identity)
Informational
.89
.27***
2.24***
.71***
1.37***
209.2***
27.9***
.29***
2.37***
.03
‐.12
3.9*
71.8***
Emotional
.87
.23***
2.82***
‐.53***
‐1.03***
154.67***
29.1***
Chatting
.81
.11***.
1.37***
‐.19***
‐.30
55.5***
13.0***
Humor
.80
.17***
1.34***
0.0
.14**
5.0**
24.8***
Groupness
.79
Table 1: Columns 1 reports ICC for MTurk workers; columns 2-5 report adjusted R2 and coefficients derived from a linear
regression; columns 7-8 report F-measures from analysis of variance

informational support in messages are inversely correlated
with tenure on the site. Given this, the lack of support for
H2 is somewhat surprising. However, we note that Wang et
al. [54] calculated mean informational and emotional
support at the thread level, while we look at only
individual, targeted message replies. Therefore, Wang et
al.’s analysis [54] contains an implicit assumption that the
support received by an individual was an average of the
support contained in all posts in a thread preceding that
individual’s post. This may lead to systematic differences
because core members are typically involved in all threads,
but peripheral members are primarily involved in short,
informationally dense threads. Further investigation will be
required to determine if this is the case.
Finally, our findings regarding community support are
roughly aligned with Bambina’s [2] analysis, although we
find an important distinction between “groupness” and the
other subtypes of community support we analyzed.
Bambina [2] did not make this distinction in her analysis of
support exchanged between members. The results reported
here help paint of more nuanced picture of the overall
sociotechnical mechanism of support provision in WebMD.
In the following discussion, we summarize our view of this
mechanism, specifically within the context of other online
communities.
DISCUSSION

For a designer of online support platforms, understanding
the needs of individuals and the roles they might play is
important. However, to design online support platforms that
are also sustainable, understanding how the roles of subpopulations intertwine to create stable dynamics is critical.
We have sought to articulate such a mechanism.
Almost half of the forums we examined on WebMD
exhibited a strong core-periphery structure. Our
operationalization of this structure, which sets the bar at a
single dyadic interaction, naturally leads us to identify a
third class of even more peripheral posters—the xperiphery—who never engage in any dyadic interactions
and are by far the largest component of the population
visiting the forums.
In our data, cores are small groups with strong
relationships. The periphery is harder to characterize.
Peripheral members do not typically have strong
relationships with each other, and most of their attention is
focused on the core. Whether they have a distinct role in the
functioning of the support community is a subject for future

work. Our best characterization at this point is that the
periphery has characteristics of both the core and the xperiphery, and is likely made up of a range of participants
who are closer to one side or the other. Yet, despite its
relative position in a social network, the periphery does not
in any sense “mediate” the interactions of the other two
kinds of users.
The x-periphery is distinct and consists of a highly dynamic
population that is focused primarily upon asking questions.
They occasionally engage with one another, or members of
other groups, but never, by definition in our case, engage in
relationship creation.
The task of delivering social support is differentially
allocated among these three classes of users. The core is
responsible for the majority of responses both to itself and
the other classes. Furthermore, the degree of informational
support contained in messages from the core increases as
we move out from the core to the x-periphery. The core can
be thought of as an engine that is capable of delivering
information to a much larger population.
We did not find significant differences in the levels of
emotional support offered by the core to other users. This
conflicts with Wang et al.’s [54] findings, and may be
because we analyze support delivery at the post level, rather
than the thread level. We feel this more realistic in the case
of emotional support. In light of their findings, Wang et al
[54] speculated that emotional support might be one reason
members stay longer in a forum; given our inability to
replicate this finding, what keeps the core around?
Our analysis suggests it is the companionship individuals
find online. The role of companionship and social
relationships have been widely discussed in the context of
online health support, especially in light of the potential
feelings of isolation that stem from being alone with one’s
disease [2,3,18]. Prior evidence also suggests that
companionship, as distinct from other forms of social
support, is better suited for helping individuals cope with
the day-to-day stress of managing a chronic disease, which
becomes more salient in ongoing relationships [44].
In light of our findings, we propose that, as with other
bond-based social media variants, the core stays in a
community because that is where their friends are. Moving
towards the core, we find more and more familiar
interactions among individuals with established histories.
Core members put more time and effort into these
exchanges than others, and as a result, they are more likely

to be on the site than other community members.
Thus, while we cannot conclusively say why they are
willing to provide informational support to so many others
(there are likely a variety of reasons [40]), the amount of
time they invest makes them more likely to see and respond
to others. Following Butler et al.’s [9] arguments, such
responsiveness is likely a signal that encourages new
members to ask their questions.
Thus, a small group of people is sustained by and devotes
significant energy to maintaining their friendships. In turn,
this group uses a fraction of their time to support to a much
broader population of itinerant users with support needs,
which in turn serves to indicate to an even broader
population or lurkers that the forum is worth posting on.
Thus, a sociotechnical engine for the delivery of online
social support is sustained.
This proposal is surprisingly novel within the specific field
of online support. Wang et al [54] speculate about the role
of informational and emotional exchange in community
sustainability, but omit any discussion of the role strong
relationships might play. In cases where community support
is explicitly considered, its dual role in binding community
and enabling support for many, less involved individuals
has not been articulated [2,52]. Finally, as discussed above,
Ren at al. [40] offer important and relevant insights about
shared identity and social bonds, but do not connect these
findings to the delivery of online support.
We cannot say how widespread the patterns we have
identified are; not all large forums develop cores, and it will
be important to examine these forums in the future.
Nonetheless, given prior work (e.g. [2]) we expect this to be
a common pattern. If so, several questions for future inquiry
are important. First, why some users become part of the
core is important for those who would seek to design online
support communities with this structure in mind. Are core
members born core members, or do they traverse a
trajectory from x-periphery inward (e.g. [37] or [39])? The
broader context of online support communities adds
interesting dimensions to this question. For example, is
there a relatively stable proportion of individuals who seek
the community support via online relationships? How does
this vary with disease characteristics and socioeconomic
factors?
Another important set of questions concern a community’s
capacity for support and the parameters that govern its
stability. Is it possible to quantify and identify a fixed point
at which a core will dissolve? How large a community can
a core of a given size or with certain properties support?
Are core-sizes self-limiting due to bandwidth limitations
(e.g. [8])?
Finally, it is important to understand how sociotechnical
design features interact with the mechanism we have
articulated. For instance, how does the involvement of
medical experts or moderators affect the stability of the
core? Previous work has suggested that this type of

intervention can reduce interactivity and promote questionseeking behavior [31,42], and this might impair the
activities of the core. Focusing more directly on technical
design, what sorts of technical affordances are required for
core formation and relationship maintenance, and how
should these be balanced against affordances designed for
information seeking?
There are likely to be other sociotechnical configurations
that enable resilient and effective online support systems.
In general we see the identification of such mechanisms as
a powerful step in focusing research on questions that are
critical for developing principled, deliberate sociotechnical
design strategies for sustainable online support
communities.
CONCLUSIONS

Online social support systems can play a critical role for
those individuals coping with difficult medical conditions,
yet it remains unclear what the right ingredients for creating
such systems are.
We have sought to shed light on this problem by elucidating
a mechanism that enables large-scale online social support.
Our analysis reveals a small, densely connected core of
participants who form strong relationships at the center of
active support communities. This core is responsible for the
largest portion of the reply traffic on the site. Much of this
traffic is directed back to the core itself, but a substantial
portion is devoted to other, more peripheral members.
We propose that, under the right circumstances, core and
periphery can interact to create a self-sustaining community
with the capacity to provide social support for thousands of
individuals. A critical mechanism for such a community is
the exchange of support though a tightly knit web of
relationships at the core. This exchange, in turn, creates the
capacity for the core to provide informational support to a
much larger peripheral group of individuals. When such a
core develops, it can provide far more social support than
paid staff members. From a resources perspective, the core
provides a critical health service that has not traditionally
been offered by existing health infrastructures [32].
The identification of mechanisms such as those presented
here holds the potential to inform design efforts for building
sustainable sociotechnical systems in support of the social
good. We hope that our work can serve as a resource for
others who find promise in this pursuit.
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